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Crash dive 2 game

In Silicon Valley, where hope springs eternal, it remains, well, in the spring. Success in trying to get an on-the-record sense of fear and disgust at Ground Zero, defined as the 55-odd miles of highway between San Francisco and San Jose. These people will not throw in the towel, even if
investors. Given that this is a region that always seems to bounce back, you can hardly blame them. Remember that after the chips were computers. After the computers was the company's software, and then there was the Internet. Still, one believes that employees and entrepreneurs in
Tech Land will be the last to know when their individual countries are over. Take Scient (SCNT), an e-commerce-focused consulting firm whose share price looks like a spell since investors removed 1,133 just a month ago. Shares of San Francisco-based Scient closed Monday at 33 7/8.
This fall was sliced $7 billion from Scient's market capitalization, leaving its value at around $2.4 billion, still a giant consulting firm that pulled calendar 1999 revenue to just under $100 million. Employees just want to know how the business is, and we told them it's in great shape, says
Christopher Lochhead, Scient's chief marketing officer. We don't feel any different. We can only control our business. In fact, controlling the business Scient gets from dot-com companies is one of the biggest challenges. The consulting firm's game helps large and small businesses clean up
their online activities, from creating an e-commerce market for customers to creating an intranet for internal use. A full 40% of Scient's December quarter revenue of $42.7 million came from its so-called eMarkets Group, whose clients include a collection of venture capital-backed start-ups.
Scient says that the number has steadily declined as a percentage of total revenue as the company focuses on blue chip customers, including Chase Manhattan (CMB), AT&amp;Amp;; T (T) - Get Report and Honeywell (HON) - Get Report. And Scient growth remains torrid: Revenue has
grown 39% since the quarter ended September 1999 and one ended Dec. Analysts expect it to swing from six cents per share to a loss for the year ended March 31 to 25 cents per share in fiscal 2001. (Scient reports earnings April 26.) This still leaves shares trading 135 times next year's
earnings at a time when investors fear that the company's main customer segment - dot-com startups - will be increasingly squeezed for cash. It's not something we lose sleep with. says Lochhead. We're still seeing the flow of the deal from that community to be very, very high, he says,
adding that it's way too early to tell if dot-com costs will be slow. However, it is not too early to see whether investors are re-evaluating the replicas they pay even for some of the best new crops of technology companies. Scient shares traded above 35 early Tuesday. By the standards of the
technology company, Scient is an experienced company that has gone public 11 11 (divided adjusted 10). AtHoc, a brand new internet company, also claims to be in good shape despite the market's several weeks of turbulence. John Doffing, vice president of marketing for the San
Francisco-based startup, says dozens of employees from troubled technology companies are flooding in AtHoc with updates. We get resumes from people whose stock options are upside down, says Doffing, who says AtHoc has switched from 4 to 40 employees in a few months and has
45 open positions. Normal daily resume traffic was in the 40-to-50 range, he says. What's curious about the alleged interest in AtHoc is that its strategy is so classic retro, a genuine 1999-ish dot-com support business model. It produces a product that allows websites to customize features
for their users. The tool is similar to the free product Yahoo! (YHOO) offers called Yahoo! Companion. The huge web portal uses its product as a customer storage tool, and AtHoc plans to offer its product to anyone except Yahoo!Doffing, says that 120 customers (including, according to
atHoc's website, TheStreet.com) have signed up so far and that the company will eventually collect revenue from pre-software license fees and e-commerce sharing revenues. It is estimated that none of AtHoc's customers currently pay for the service. Doffing also said that the company
expects to announce a $10 million funding round within days. Why many thrilling seekers believe that AtHoc will be a better path to wealth than their current gigs is more than a little bit of rational thinking. Meanwhile, if the emerging market opens the closing window for an initial public
offering of shares, at least one of the bankers involved in these transactions is trying to be realistic. If everyone wanted to race with an IPO in recent years, this market has taught us that in turbulent times it can make a lot of sense to sit on the sidelines, says Ruth Porat, co-head of
technology investment banking at Morgan Stanley Dean Witter in New York. Morgan Stanley is the main guarantor of the delayed IPO AltaVista and other offers are waiting for a more confident time. In our opinion, there is still some downside risk in the market, says Porat, who of course is
a bull on technology for a long time. So if a company doesn't need money now, it can also wait. Tell people in Silicon Valley. Adam Lashinski's column is shown on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays. In line with the TSC's editorial policy, it has neither its own nor short individual reserves,
even though it owns TheStreet.com. Nor does it invest in hedge funds or other private investment partnerships. Lashinsky writes a column for Fortune called Wired Investor, and is a frequent commentator on the public radio marketplace program. He welcomes your feedback
alashinsky@thestreet.com. That extra cup joe can perk up his but it can also secretly zap your productivity. Caffeine consumption turns hard workers into stagnation, finds new new in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology. Researchers monitored the effects of caffeine in 20 laboratory rats,
while putting them out in several tests. They divide rats into two different groups according to their behavior: One group was classified as heavy workers and the other as slackers. After observing the activity of rats in various tasks (some complex, some not), the researchers found that
caffeine turned out to be lazier in rats. We found that while slacker rats didn't seem to improve the task, hard-working rats opted for less severe tests, says Jay Hosking, lead study author and graduate student at the University of British Columbia. But the good news is that it didn't make
heavy workers any worse tasks, it just made them less motivated. As for why caffeine can have an odd effect, Hosking explains that such stimulants work all differently. Just because you think it helps your performance doesn't mean it really is. So to help you survive that afternoon coffee
accident, here are three alternatives that you can take advantage of before hitting up a Starbucks drive-thru this afternoon. More from MensHealth.com: Have more energy all day long go greenjust, because we're steering you away from coffee, doesn't mean we reject caffeine all along. If
you still need to determine, why not swallow it from the source that comes packed with additional benefits? Green tea comes loaded with EGCG catechins, which have been linked to improving cardiovascular health and promoting cancer prevention, and research published in the Journal of
Nutrition found that these catechins could help promote weight loss. Also, since green tea has less caffeine than coffee, you will be less likely to post a drink accident. (See how the two stimulants stack against each other.) Grab a GumRather stick, nor achieve that espresso, go for an
alternative that will be up to your energy and help your breath: peppermint gum. Peppermint (also citrus) stimulates nerves in your brain responsible for a sense of alertness and alertness, says Alan Hirsch, founder of the Smell &amp; Taste Treatment and Research Foundation. So, by
tasting the taste (or even just smelling), you will automatically get the boost that you need, you know, without the smell of coffee. Attack snack cabinetWhen you hit that 2:30 .m, not only avoid java-skipping carbohydrate-heavy snacks as well. According to a study in the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition, researchers found that people who consumed high-carbohydrate-rich meals reported significantly higher drowsiness. Why? Everything turns into tryptophan, an amino acid that is believed to cause drowsiness. Carbohydrates make tryptophan more accessible to the brain.
So the energy boost that takes, try to grab apple or protein packed snacks (think nuts) to stay full and Today's Free PDF Download: Learn 27 Ways to Power Up Your Brain This Content created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users submit their email
addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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